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ABSTRACT

Context. The impact of stellar feedback on the Kennicutt–Schmidt (KS) law, which relates the star formation rate (SFR) to the surface
gas density, is a topic of ongoing debate. The interpretation of high-resolution observations of individual clouds is challenging due to
the various processes at play simultaneously and inherent biases. Therefore, a numerical investigation is necessary to understand the
role of stellar feedback and identify observable signatures.
Aims. In this study we investigate the impact of stellar feedback on the KS law, aiming to identify distinct signatures that can be
observed and analysed. By employing magnetohydrodynamic simulations of an isolated cloud, we specifically isolate the effects of
high-mass star radiation feedback and protostellar jets. High-resolution numerical simulations are a valuable tool for isolating the
impact of stellar feedback on the star formation process, while also allowing us to assess how observational biases may affect the
derived relation.
Methods. We used high-resolution (<0.01 pc) magnetohydrodynamic numerical simulations of a 104 M⊙ cloud and followed its evo-
lution under different feedback prescriptions. The set of simulations contained four types of feedback: one with only protostellar jets,
one with ionising radiation from massive stars (>8 M⊙), one with the combination of the two, and one without any stellar feedback.
In order to compare these simulations with the existing observational results, we analysed their evolution by adopting the same tech-
niques applied in the observational studies. Then, we simulated how the same analyses would change if the data were affected by
typical observational biases: counting young stellar objects (YSO) to estimate the SFR, the limited resolution for the column density
maps, and a sensitivity threshold for detecting faint embedded YSOs.
Results. Our analysis reveals that the presence of stellar feedback strongly influences the shape of the KS relation and the star for-
mation efficiency per free-fall time (ϵff). The impact of feedback on the relation is primarily governed by its influence on the cloud’s
structure. Additionally, the evolution of ϵff throughout the star formation event suggests that variations in this quantity can mask the
impact of feedback in observational studies that do not account for the evolutionary stage of the clouds. Although the ϵff measured in
our clouds is higher than what is usually observed in real clouds, upon applying prescriptions to mimic observational biases we recover
a good agreement with the expected values. From that, we can infer that observations tend to underestimate the total SFR. Moreover,
this likely indicates that the physics included in our simulations is sufficient to reproduce the basic mechanisms that contribute to
setting ϵff .
Conclusions. We demonstrate the interest of employing numerical simulations to address the impact of early feedback on star for-
mation laws and to correctly interpret observational data. This study will be extended to other types of molecular clouds and ionising
stars, sampling different feedback strengths, to fully characterise the impact of H II regions on star formation.
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1. Introduction

The existence of a power-law relation between the star for-
mation rate (SFR) per unit area and the gas surface density
has long been established through observations of external
galaxies (Schmidt 1959, 1963; Kennicutt 1989). The relation,
known as the Kennicutt–Schmidt (KS) law, remarkably holds
on scales spanning from entire galaxies to individual molecular
clouds.

The dichotomy observed between starburst and non-starburst
galaxies (Gao & Solomon 2004; Bigiel et al. 2008; Krumholz
et al. 2012) might be a hint that stellar feedback plays a role
in setting the star formation law (Ostriker & Shetty 2011), and
Kennicutt & De Los Reyes (2021) suggestedthat this bimodal
(or multi-modal) relation could originate from changes in the

small-scale structure of the molecular interstellar medium.
Indeed, even nearby galaxies show variations on 1.5 kpc scales
when observed at higher angular resolution (Sun et al. 2023).

In effect, high-mass stars’ feedback, such as photo-ionising
radiation, stellar winds, and supernova explosions, greatly
impacts the surrounding environment (Chevance et al. 2022),
but how it affects the star formation process is still not com-
pletely understood. For example, H II regions are capable of
blowing out the molecular cloud from which they were born.
Yet, their expansion locally compresses the gas, enhancing its
density and directly impacting the properties of newly form-
ing clumps (Zhang et al. 2020, 2021). These events can affect
scales from tens of parsecs down to sub-parsec scales, possi-
bly altering the local star formation properties (Palmeirim et al.
2017; Mazumdar et al. 2021), or even promoting the formation of
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other massive stars by inhibiting gas fragmentation (Hennebelle
et al. 2022).

Recent observations from the James Webb Space Telescope
of the NGC 628 galaxy (Barnes et al. 2023; Mayya et al. 2023)
have shed light on the importance of understanding the role of
early and smaller-scale high-mass stellar feedback for a reli-
able description of star formation laws. However, effects acting
on such small scales are invisible when averaged on galactic
scales but may be significant when considering singular molec-
ular clouds. For this reason, observational studies have looked at
the KS relation in several low- and high-mass molecular clouds
(Gutermuth et al. 2011; Willis et al. 2015; Pokhrel et al. 2021;
Bieging & Kong 2022), reporting a steepening of the exponent β
when passing from the largest galactic scales (β ≈ 1.5; Kennicutt
& Evans 2012; Kennicutt & De Los Reyes 2021) to the smallest
ones (β ≈ 2; Evans et al. 2014).

Many theories attempt to explain the relation in all its shapes,
but verifying or even constraining them represents a challenge
for observational studies. Aside from resolution and sensitivity
biases, the use of different tracers to derive the local physical
conditions, and the multitude of processes ongoing simultane-
ously, make the comparison with the idealised cases extremely
complicated. Moreover, these studies often rely on assumptions
to compensate for the lack of 3D information and uncertainties in
theoretical models, which hinders high-precision measurements
of the real SFR–gas density relation.

For instance, one of the most popular theories is the model
proposed by Krumholz & McKee (2005). Under the assumption
that the main force governing the process is gravity, the model
proposes a linear dependence between Σ̇⋆ and Σgas, with the
typical timescale given by the free-fall time, tff , of the region.
Mathematically, this can be written as

Σ̇⋆ = ϵff
Σgas

tff
, (1)

where ϵff , the star formation efficiency per free-fall time, is
the only parameter required. All mechanisms other than grav-
ity, feedback included, act to modify this coefficient. Despite
its simplicity, the model yielded robust results (Krumholz et al.
2012; Usero et al. 2015; Utomo et al. 2018), opening the path to
more refined theories that account for diverse local environmen-
tal properties. In particular, models incorporating the concept
of multi-free-fall time are particularly promising (Hennebelle &
Chabrier 2011; Padoan & Nordlund 2011; Federrath & Klessen
2012; Burkhart 2018). Unlike the original model, which relies
on average density, these newer theories infer a density distribu-
tion to more accurately describe the gaseous environment. These
models not only align more closely with observational data, but
they also help explain the higher rates of star formation observed
in starburst galaxies (Federrath 2013). Nevertheless, although
elegant from an analytical perspective, using the local free-fall
time represents a major challenge for astronomers. Specifically,
obtaining this quantity typically requires resorting to strong
assumptions to estimate the average volume density, such as the
uniform-sphere approximation.

Even deriving the local SFR is complicated. In recent works
conducted on nearby Galactic clouds, this is inferred by count-
ing the number of detected young stellar objects (YSOs), but
their mass and age have to be assumed (e.g. Lombardi et al.
2013; Lada et al. 2017). Additionally, in the densest regions of
clouds, the count of YSOs is bound by the instruments’ sensitiv-
ity (Megeath et al. 2016). All these problems might explain why

some studies claim that this parameter remains constant at all
column densities (Pokhrel et al. 2021), while others suggest that
the model cannot rovide a satisfactory description of the process
in single molecular clouds (Evans et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2016;
Bieging & Kong 2022)

Part of the problem could be that the molecular clouds used
in these studies vary in mass, structure, star formation activ-
ity, and evolutionary stage. Some contain high-mass stars, while
others are known to be low-mass star-forming regions. Encom-
passing all these effects simultaneously, the individual impacts
on the star formation laws blur together. If stellar feedback actu-
ally plays a role, accurately separating the clouds according to
their physical condition could solve the tension.

To overcome these challenges, we employed high-resolution
numerical simulations to study the possible impact of different
types of stellar feedback on the KS relation across the tem-
poral evolution of one cloud. Using simulations allowed us to
investigate the time evolution without having to deal with many
of the difficulties associated with observations. Our simulation
suite consisted of two runs where either protostellar jets or ion-
ising radiation is modelled, one run in which both feedback
mechanisms are included, and one simulation without any stel-
lar feedback. In this way, we could analyse the effect of each of
these feedback mechanisms separately.

The primary objectives of our work are twofold. First, we
aimed to characterise the impact of stellar feedback on the star
formation laws at the cloud scale and to disentangle the temporal
evolution of these effects. Second, we sought to identify obser-
vational signatures associated with these phenomena. To achieve
this, we analysed the simulations using observational techniques
and compared our findings with recent observational results.
Additionally, we considered the biases that may affect these pro-
cedures, focusing on the impact of YSO counting on the estimate
of the SFR, the low resolution of column density maps, and the
sensitivity limit for detecting faint and extinct stars. The purpose
of our investigation is to improve our understanding of the intri-
cate relationship between feedback, the evolutionary stage, and
the observed properties of star-forming clouds.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the
simulations, and in Sect. 3 we explain the methods adopted to
derive the KS relation and ϵff . Section 4 contains the results of
the analysis, and in Sect. 5 we investigate the possible impact of
observational biases on the observed relations. Finally, in Sect. 6
we contextualise the obtained results from a physical point of
view. Conclusions are given in Sect. 7.

2. Numerical simulations

In our study, we analysed the simulations presented in Verliat
et al. (2022). This set of four runs followed the evolution of
the same isolated 104 M⊙ cloud under the influence of diverse
feedback prescriptions: one with both ionising radiation and pro-
tostellar jets, one with only ionising radiation, one with only
protostellar jets, and one without any feedback. For simplicity,
we refer to these runs as HIIR+PSJ, HIIR, PSJ, and NF. Thanks
to the wide range of physical processes implemented and the
high resolution achieved (of the order of thousands of AU), these
simulations provide an ideal test-bed for investigating the effect
of stellar feedback on the star formation properties and for test-
ing the observational techniques employed in the field. Here we
briefly describe the global properties and the setup of the model,
referring to Verliat et al. (2022) for a complete description of
how the various physical processes are implemented.
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2.1. Code and numerical parameters

The magnetohydrodynamic simulations were carried out using
the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code RAMSES (Teyssier
2002). The domain was set up as a cubic box of L = 30.4 pc, with
open boundaries and an initial resolution of 1283 cells. Adopt-
ing five AMR levels, the maximum resolution achieved in each
simulation is 7.4× 10−3 pc (1.5× 103 AU). The refinement crite-
rion assures that the local Jeans length is always resolved with at
least 40 cells. When the density of a cell at the highest AMR level
exceeds 107 cm−3, a sink particle is created (Bleuler & Teyssier
2014). These sinks interact with the environment by accreting
material from their surroundings and ejecting 1/3 of it under the
form of protostellar jets. Each time the sinks accrete 120 M⊙
of gas overall, an ionising star is created inside one of them.
The stellar mass is drawn from a Salpeter (1955) distribution
between 8 and 120 M⊙. Then, the parametric mass-UV luminos-
ity relation given in Vacca et al. (1996) sets its ionising flux. The
sequence of stellar masses extracted had been preserved between
simulations HIIR and HIIR+PSJ so that they formed the same
stars throughout the cloud’s evolution.

2.2. Initial conditions

Initially, the cloud was modelled as an approximated 104 M⊙
Bonnor–Ebert sphere, with a diameter of 15.2 pc and a scale
radius r0 = 2.5 pc. Its density was distributed according to

n(r) =
n0

1 +
(

r
r0

)2 , (2)

with r the distance from the box centre, and the central den-
sity n0 = 800 cm−3. The rest of the cube is filled with a uniform
density of 8 cm−3 up to r = L, and the density in the remaining
corner regions is set to 1 cm−3.

The gas thermal behaviour was parameterised with a cool-
ing function that takes into account several chemical processes
(see Audit & Hennebelle 2005 for a detailed description). This
set the initial temperature of the medium at 10 K in the densest
parts. The magnetic field was set to have a uniform mass-to-
flux ratio of 8 in the x direction. Finally, the turbulence had
been initialised with a velocity field normalised to have a Mach
number of 6.7 in the central region, compatible with what is
observed in Galactic star-forming clouds (Ma et al. 2022). A
Kolmogorov power spectrum is then imposed to roughly repro-
duce the behaviour of the low-density gas filling the edges of the
box, where the high temperatures make the flow sub/transonic
and approximately incompressible (e.g. Porter et al. 1994). An
alternative could have been to favour the low-temperature gas at
the centre of the domain choosing a Burgers power spectrum,
which better suits its high-Mach regime (Frisch & Bec 2000).
In Sect. 4.2 we qualitatively discuss how this choice would not
change the results of this work. However, we highlight that, given
the idealised setup, the specific choice of the power spectrum
has a marginal impact on the accuracy of the initial conditions.
In effect, the mixture of high- and low-temperature gas is such
that a simple power-law power spectrum cannot reproduce the
turbulence spectrum characteristic of the medium1. Since the tur-
bulent velocity field in our simulation is only an initial condition
1 It is worth noting that modern simulations can overcome this limi-
tation by using zoom-in techniques, modelling larger galactic environ-
ments and then narrowing the focus to specific regions, using them as
the initial setup for more detailed simulations (Dobbs 2015; Seifried
et al. 2017). While yielding greater reliability, this approach sacrifices

Fig. 1. Density projections along the z-axis for two snapshots of sim-
ulation HIIR+PSJ, at 2.3 Myr (left) and 3.15 Myr (right). White dots
mark the sink particles’ positions. The left panel captures the formation
of the central hub, with three filaments converging into it. In the right
panel we can see how the giant H II region, originating from the lower-
left filament, restructured the cloud after about 0.4 Myr.

and not continuously driven, the velocity power spectrum will
naturally evolve to adopt the energy cascade that is physically
consistent with the system.

To conclude, we can summarise the initial parameters in
terms of the characteristic free-fall timescales of the central
region, tff ≈ 1.5 Myr2. With these initial conditions, the sound-
crossing timescale of the inner region inside r0 is defined by
tff
tsc
= 0.15, while the Alfvén-crossing time by tff

tac
= 0.2 tff . The

turbulent-crossing time was set equal to the free-fall time.

2.3. Evolution

Given the initial conditions, which initialised the isolated cloud
with a central density enhancement, the system naturally devel-
oped a hub system within a couple of megayears, with three
filaments converging onto it (cf. Fig. 1, left). The four simula-
tions evolved identically until the formation of the first star at
1.45 Myr. Afterwards, jets started to reshape the cloud and runs
PSJ and HIIR+PSJ departed from the ones without jets. Lacking
any feedback initially, the HIIR and NF clouds rapidly increased
the total SFR – measured as the total amount of gas converted
into sinks throughout two subsequent snapshots, and divided by
their temporal separation (generally ≈ 0.04 Myr). In those simu-
lations the SFR reached its maximum at ≈ 2 Myr (Fig. 2), while
in the other two, the presence of protostellar jets lowers the SFR
by a factor of 4 initially3. Between 1.8 Myr and 2.15 Myr, a few
‘low’ mass ionising stars (between 8 and 18 M⊙) formed in HIIR,
but their associated H II regions only mildly affected the global
evolution. By 2.15 Myr, while the gravity-only run settled down
to a roughly constant Ṁtot

⋆ , the onset of a powerful H II region,
generated by a 100 M⊙ star, caused the SFR to drop at the same
level of the other two feedback simulations. In a little more than
1 Myr the cloud was wiped out and the SFR flattened at low val-
ues. In HIIR+PSJ, the same ionising stars formed at ≈ 2.75 Myr.

generalisability, as the results become are directly linked to the unique
properties of the selected region.
2 Obtained using a mean molecular weight of 1.4, as required by the
parametric cooling function.
3 A similar impact of jets on the total SFR has also been observed in
similar studies, such as Federrath (2015) – who reports a reduction of
roughly a factor of 3 – Appel et al. (2023) – roughly 2 – and Murray
et al. (2018) – also slightly more than 2. Although the ratio between the
SFRs in NF and PSJ simulations is initially higher, agreement with these
studies is recovered once both simulations reach the steady-state.
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Fig. 2. Temporal evolution of the SFR in the different simulations. The
black line shows the simulation without any feedback. The run with only
protostellar jets and the one with only ionising radiation are represented
in blue and orange, respectively. Finally, the red line individuates the
simulation with both feedback mechanisms active. The stars mark the
formation of the giant H II region. The vertical dashed lines highlight
the approximate time of the snapshots used in Figs. 4-5.

Afterwards, the behaviour mirrored that of radiation-only simu-
lation. In the right graph of Fig. 1 we can see the H II region in
the process of dispersing the gas, although some triggered over-
density regions clearly arose from the shell compression. Instead,
the SFR of PSJ, as that of NF, remained roughly constant up to
the end of the simulation.

Therefore, it is clear that the presence of ionising stars over-
all reduces Ṁtot

⋆ . Nevertheless, in literature, it is still greatly
debated whether or not high-energy radiation can enhance
the SFR and modify the star formation properties on a local
scale (Pomarès et al. 2009; Elmegreen 2011; Dale et al.
2013; Roccatagliata et al. 2013; Menon et al. 2020; Wall
et al. 2020). In this paper, we approached this issue from an
observational perspective, investigating the underlying physical
mechanisms and identifying potential biases arising from the
absence of a third dimension and temporal evolution.

3. Methods

3.1. Extraction of quantities

To extract the relation between the SFR and the gas density we
first projected the simulation’s snapshots along the three axes
at the highest resolution, giving maps of 40962 pixels. Then,
we divided the column density map into a set of 500 con-
tours, evenly log-spaced between 80 M⊙ pc−2 and Σgas = 3 ×
104M⊙ pc−2. As in some recent observational works (Pokhrel
et al. 2021; Bieging & Kong 2022; Hu et al. 2022), the proper-
ties of a given contour level (the average density Σavg and its area
A) were obtained integrating over all the pixels above the corre-
sponding threshold Σthr. Figure 3 gives an idea of the contours’
shape, highlighting three levels at 500, 2500, 5000 M⊙ pc−2 in
simulation HIIR+PSJ at 2.7 Myr. We did not make distinctions
between detached regions that may have formed while increasing
Σthr, but we averaged all the quantities on the contour total area.
Following Bieging & Kong (2022), we refer to this approach
as ‘cumulative’ to avoid any confusion with the ‘differential’
one, where quantities are extracted from the region included in
between two subsequent contours. We retained only contours

102

103

104

Σ
ga

s
[ M

¯
p
c−

2
]

Fig. 3. Zoomed-in view of the central cluster of the HIIR+PSJ simu-
lation, at 2.7 Myr. Light green, dark green, and black lines mark the
contours at 500, 2500, and 5000 M⊙ pc−2, respectively. The region cov-
ers an area of 1.8 pc × 1.1 pc.

with a total surface area greater than 500 pixels, to exclude pos-
sible resolution effects on the data. As shown in Sect. 5.2 and
Appendix B, this criterion was conservative in most of the cases.

Finally, we computed the SFR density Σ̇⋆ associated with
each contour as

Σ̇⋆ =
Ṁ⋆
A
, (3)

where Ṁ⋆ is the total mass accreted per unit time by the
sinks enclosed in the contour, calculated with the same method
described in the previous section. We remark that observational
studies do not have direct access to such a quantity. Indeed, the
limited knowledge of YSOs’ evolution leads to significant uncer-
tainties both on their age and mass. The common approach is
to assume an average mass and age for all of them, so that the
SFR is proportional to the number of YSOs counted within a
contour (e.g. Lombardi et al. 2014; Zari et al. 2016; Lada et al.
2017; Pokhrel et al. 2021). However, adopting this approach in
our analysis would probably be affected by numerical effects.
Indeed, despite the high resolution, it is not possible to carefully
follow the formation of single stars and therefore to reproduce
the correct initial mass function (IMF), because this would
require resolution of the order of tens of AU (Lee & Hennebelle
2018). Presently, no simulation has been capable of covering
such a wide range of scales while including all the physical
processes treated here. We further address this issue in Sect. 5.1.

3.2. Free-fall timescale

The model introduced by Krumholz & McKee (2005) has the
advantage of providing a physical interpretation of the law,
obtaining an exponent of 1.5, similar to what is observed at
galactic scales (in 2D tff ∼ Σ−0.5

gas ). However, the drawback is
the introduction of the new variable tff , particularly difficult to
obtain from cloud-scale observations. The common approach is
to evaluate tff from the projected quantities under uniform sphere
approximation (Murray 2011; Pokhrel et al. 2021; Bieging &
Kong 2022). Since our purpose is to supply a possible numerical
counterpart to observational studies of the KS law, we employed
here the same technique. In particular, for each contour, we
extracted its typical free-fall timescale estimating its volume
density as

ρavg =
3
√
π

4
ΣavgA−0.5, (4)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the star formation–gas density relation between the different simulations, shown at four different times (t = 2.1, 2.7, 3.0,
and 3.5 Myr), which illustrates the evolution of the cloud. In HIIR the giant H II region develops after 2.2 Myr, while for HIIR+PSJ it starts to
restructure the environment at later times (> 2.75 Myr). The colour code is the same as in Fig. 2.

and thus computed tff =
√

3π/32Gρavg, with G the gravitational
constant.

Studies conducted on galactic surveys frequently report low
values of the ϵff , ranging around 0.01 (Leroy et al. 2008, 2017;
Utomo et al. 2018). However, recent works dealing with Milky
Way clouds, instead, report higher values, but with a significant
dispersion, going from ϵff < 10−3 to ϵff > 0.1, with peaks of 0.3
(Murray 2011; Lee et al. 2016).

As mentioned in Sect. 1, more evolved models were devel-
oped in the past decade. Computing a typical timescale from
the local properties of the region, theories using the multi-
free-fall time proved to provide valid results on galactic and
extragalactic scales. However, we highlight that our intent is to
compare the star formation properties of the inner structures of
molecular clouds as recovered from numerical simulations and
observations. In this context, we are not aiming to utilise the
most advanced model to calculate ϵff , but rather follow the very
same approach used in the works based on observation we are
comparing to.

4. Resulting star formation relations

4.1. Kennicutt–Schmidt relation

We show the resulting KS relation obtained for our clouds
in Fig. 4. To facilitate the comparison between simulations,
we scaled the y-axis by Σ2

avg, which represents the character-
istic slope observed in the radiation simulations. This is also
consistent with typical values reported in observational stud-
ies conducted on cloud scales (see e.g. Gutermuth et al. 2011;
Lada et al. 2013; Pokhrel et al. 2021). The plots show the projec-
tion along the z-axis, but comparisons with other lines of sight
yielded similar conclusions (see our Appendix A and Khullar

et al. 2019). We selected four specific snapshots to represent key
stages in the simulations’ evolution:

– At 2.1 Myr: by this time the SFR of run NF has almost
reached the steady state (Fig. 2), while cloud HIIR has not been
affected by the eruption of the large H II region.

– At 2.7 Myr: here, due to the presence of the 100 M⊙ star,
the SFR of the radiation-only simulation decreased and reached
the level of the runs with jets. The same star has yet to be formed
in HIIR+PSJ.

– At 3.0 Myr: at this time, the four clouds all present signif-
icant differences between each other, and the main H II region
has started to restructure the full-feedback run (HIIR+PSJ).

– Finally, we plot the situation at the very last moments of
the radiation simulations, at 3.5 Myr.

The plots reveal that the different feedback prescriptions lead
to significant differences in the clouds’ evolution. In the early
stages, when only a few small H II regions developed, jets domi-
nate as the primary feedback mechanism. Therefore, at 2.1 Myr,
we observe strong similarities between the runs NF and HIIR
(without jets) and PSJ and HIIR+PSJ (with jets). Similarly to
what is displayed in Fig. 2, we see that stellar ejecta reduce the
global SFR by a factor of 44,5, without sensibly modifying the
shape of the relation.

By 2.7 Myr the situation has changed substantially. Overall,
the KS relation has become an almost pure power law in all
simulations. Towards the low-density edge, a clear change of

4 The leftmost side corresponds to the widest contours, which include
all the others. From those we can recover the average behaviour of
the cloud.
5 Notice that this factor is greater than the loss of accretion due to the
expulsion of material, which alone contributes to decreasing the total
SFR by a factor of 1.5.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the modified KS relation. The colour code is the same as in Fig. 2. In the graph at 3 Myr, we report the values of ϵff of the
12 Galactic clouds studied in Pokhrel et al. (2021), excluding contours with Σavg above their reliability criterion (grey lines). The grey shaded areas
represent the uncertainties they gave for the ϵff measures. The axis ratios are kept the same as in Fig. 4 to facilitate a visual comparison of slopes
with the respective counterparts in the KS relation.

slope is visible in runs with feedback, while it is almost invis-
ible in run NF. Probably, this broken power law identifies the
point at which stellar feedback counteracts the global collapse,
and the cloud’s KS relation departs from that typical of a free-
fall motion. Moreover, we can note HIIR+PSJ showing a slightly
steeper relation compared to the jets-only simulation. Interpret-
ing the graph, this means that the relative fraction of gas mass
that is converted into stars per unit time increases at high den-
sities when ionising radiation is included, even though at this
time the total SFR is similar (Fig. 2). This behaviour is even
more accentuated comparing runs HIIR and NF, where the first
achieves higher values of Σ̇⋆ at high densities, with an exponent
of its KS relation of ≈2.

At 3.0 Myr, the different exponent of the HIIR+PSJ and PSJ
KS relation became even more evident. Another visible feature
is the departure from the power-law behaviour of run HIIR at
Σavg ≈ 103 M⊙ pc−2. Given the sudden decline, we can deduce
that the main H II region, dispersing the gas, sensibly lowered
the column density around a sink formation site. Then, when
Σthr exceeds the maximum column density of that region, the
observed SFR suddenly drops. Run NF, instead, exhibited an
increase in Σ̇⋆ towards higher column densities. In the simula-
tion, this increase coincides with the moment in which a clump,
formed in one of the filaments, converges into the central hub.

Finally, at 3.5 Myr, the large H II region has fully devel-
oped in the simulation HIIR+PSJ and its Σ̇⋆ versus Σavg rela-
tion mirrors that of the radiation-only simulation. Its slope, as
well as the one from HIIR, closely approaches Σ2

avg. With the
system reaching a steady state, the NF run does not display

significant differences compared to the previous graph, while
PSJ experiences a further steepening of the relation.

4.2. Modified Kennicutt–Schmidt relation

The evolution of ϵff across time (Fig. 5), obtained inverting
Eq. (1), closely reproduces that seen in Fig. 4. However, the
differences in both slope and scatter between the PSJ and
radiative simulations are less pronounced. In effect, one of the
major strengths of the modified relation is its reduced scatter
among different objects, compared to the traditional KS law (Hu
et al. 2022). Observational datasets typically consist of multiple
clouds at various evolutionary stages, characterised by different
strengths of feedback mechanisms within the complex. Given
that our simulated clouds feature different feedback prescrip-
tions, the smaller dispersion observed in the four ϵff values aligns
well with expectations based on observational results.

As in Fig. 4, the curves from radiative simulations tend to
achieve higher values towards the high-density end of the graphs.
Additionally, the ϵff of these simulations appears almost flat,
while in runs NF and PSJ it shows a steady decline of ϵff as
the density increases. Indeed, this qualitative result is confirmed
when fitting a power law such as

ϵff ∼ Σ
γ
avg. (5)

At each snapshot, we fitted6 the relation using only contours that
satisfy the 500 pixels contours and have Σavg > 300 M⊙ pc−2.
6 We employed the Python built-in function curve_fit.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the slope of ϵff across the simulations. The shaded
areas outline the 1σ standard deviation of the fitted exponent as
obtained from the three different axes of projection. The stars mark the
formation of the main H II region, as in Fig. 2

This allowed us to exclude the different relation visible at lower
densities (i.e. larger scales), which might be affected by the ini-
tial condition of the cloud. Indeed, the evolutionary timescales
of these regions are much longer, and the system employs more
time to relax from the initial conditions here. We repeated this
procedure for all three projection axes and assigned to the aver-
age γ an uncertainty given by the standard deviation from the
three lines of sight (the errors from the fit procedure were
completely negligible).

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the exponent γ across the
simulation. Again, we see that only simulations with radiation
ultimately set on γ values close to zero. A ϵff independent of Σavg
has also been reported in nearby Galactic cloud by Pokhrel et al.
(2021), although in their dataset the value of γ scatters between
–0.33 (AFGL 490) and 0.06 (Cygnus-X)7.

Nevertheless, compared to their work, we found sensibly
higher values of ϵff . For comparison, we overplotted the curves
they obtained for the 12 Galactic clouds in the graph at 3 Myr in
Fig. 5, and we can see how the two measures differ by a factor of
≈ 5. While the influence of the SFR prescription cannot be ruled
out entirely, it is improbable that such a difference is attributable
entirely to the code setup8. Indeed, we expect the total simulated
SFR to be reasonably accurate in runs with jets9, and the sink
spatial distribution reliable at least up to Σthr > 3000 M⊙ pc−2

(roughly 3.5 in the graph, cf. with Fig. 8). Moreover, even though
our simulations could not accurately follow the dynamical evo-
lution of sinks due to the softening of gravity, Lombardi et al.
(2013) and Lada et al. (2013) show that in real clouds the dif-
fusion process due to N-body interactions does not contribute
significantly to the observed Σ̇⋆ at low densities. Finally, we out-
line that adopting a Burgers power spectrum as initial condition
for turbulence would probably not solve the tension observed
with the ϵff reported in Pokhrel et al. (2021). Indeed, a steeper
power spectrum means that much less kinetic energy is stored
7 This can be recovered from the second model fitted in Table 1 (sixth
column), since γ = a − 1.
8 Our findings are not the first to reveal a mismatch between the
observed and simulated SFRs and ϵff . Specifically, Federrath (2015) has
also highlighted that numerical simulations often result in higher SFRs
than those reported in observational studies.
9 The lack of gas expulsion from sinks in HIIR and NF causes an
overestimate of the SFR by a factor of 1.5.

in small scales, leading to more coherent large-scale flows.
Therefore, imposing a Burgers spectrum in the velocity field
would have enhanced the formation of bound structures (Clark
& Bonnell 2005), likely increasing the cloud’s SFR and con-
sequently the discrepancy with the SFRs obtained from the
observational data.

Therefore, we looked at three potential biases that may influ-
ence observational measurements. We emphasise right away that
our intent is to understand how different biases could interact
with the feedback mechanisms to affect the results. Although full
agreement with Pokhrel et al. (2021) ϵff measures is recovered,
giving a precise quantitative prediction of the impact of these
biases is beyond the purpose of this paper.

5. Impact of biases on the observed relation

We examined, in our simulations, the effect of three biases that
affect observations: the assumption that the SFR is proportional
to the number of Class 0/I YSOs detected, the impact of reso-
lution on column density maps, and the presence of embedded
stars not visible to the telescope due to extinction. In this section
we aim to understand their impact on the observed ϵff–Σavg rela-
tion. In Fig. 7, we plotted the effects of these biases separately,
using the snapshot at 3 Myr as a reference (blended curves in the
background). At that time, the contribution of ionising radiation
in HIIR+PSJ was not as dominant as in HIIR yet. This allowed
us to study how these biases intertwine with the different levels
of feedback.

5.1. YSO counts

The first bias we considered is caused by the uncertainty on
detected YSOs’ age and mass. Since observations cannot access
the temporal evolution of the star-forming clouds, observers rely
on theoretical models to constrain these properties in young
stars. As mentioned in Sect. 3, the usual procedure is to assign a
mean mass and age to each of them. The mass corresponds to the
average mass of the IMF, which is typically around 0.5 M⊙. For
Class 0/I objects, the age is commonly assumed to be 0.5 Myr
(Dunham et al. 2015; Megeath et al. 2022). With these values,
the SFR of each contour is Ṁ⋆ = 1 M⊙Myr−1 × NYSO, where
NYSO is the number of young stars it contains. Imitating this tech-
nique, we counted only the sinks younger than 0.5 Myr. However,
we explained in Sect. 3 that the IMF in our cloud is not well
sampled due to insufficient resolution. Indeed, the average stel-
lar mass resulted to be higher than the expected 0.5 M⊙, with
⟨msink⟩ ≈ 0.75M⊙ in the feedback runs and 2 M⊙ in NF at the
end of the simulation. Using a coefficient of 1 M⊙Myr−1 in the
above equation would underestimate the total SFR by a factor
of ⟨msink⟩/0.5 M⊙. Therefore, we corrected this by assigning to
each contour an internal SFR given by Ṁ⋆ = ⟨msink⟩/(0.5 Myr)×
NYSO.

The first plot in Fig. 7 (upper left) demonstrates that this par-
ticular approximation well reproduces the true SFR of the cloud.
Except for NF, the detected ϵff(Σavg) preserves good agreement
at all contours. Minor deviations are observed at high-density
contours, probably due to random fluctuations in the instanta-
neous SFR. In these regions, tff becomes much smaller than the
assumed build-up time of 0.5 Myr, so that the integration time
becomes much longer than the dynamical timescale (Pokhrel
et al. 2021).
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Fig. 7. Effect of four different observational biases on the ϵff–Σavg relation of the clouds at 3 Myr. The blended curves are the same as in the 3 Myr
panel of Fig. 5, and the grey lines are the 12 Galactic clouds studied in Pokhrel et al. (2021).

5.2. Spatial resolution

To reproduce the second bias, we smoothed the column density
maps, lowering the resolution of our ‘observation’. This bias can-
not impact the measured SFR, but rather affects the observed
cloud structure10. Placing the cloud at a distance11 of 650 pc,
we reproduced the physical resolution of the Herschel satellite
in the 500µm band (36 arcsec), convolving the column density
maps with a Gaussian beam with a standard deviation of 0.05 pc
(equivalent to a full width half maximum of 0.11 pc). We did not
modify the criterion given in Sect. 3, because now the threshold
does not have to define a limit for the physical reliability of the
data. Moreover, in this way, we could analyse how a low spa-
tial resolution can affect the measured ϵff if this limitation is not
carefully considered.

Smoothing the maps produces what is visible in the upper
right graph of Fig. 7. Except HIIR, the curves of the simula-
tions almost overlap with the original ones below 1000 M⊙ pc−2

(presented in Fig. 5). Then, an increase is visible at the right
end in HIIR+PSJ and PSJ, while this is evident at low Σavg in
the radiation-only run. This behaviour can be easily explained
by examining how the function A(Σavg) enters the relation.

10 Resolution applied to YSOs detection constitutes instead a different
issue. In high Σ̇⋆ zones, the crowding effect could lead to consistent
decreases in completeness. Megeath et al. (2016, 2022) showed how
accounting for this the number of YSOs could increase by 30% in the
Orion complex.
11 That is the average distance of the clouds considered in Pokhrel et al.
(2021) study.

Combining Eqs. (3), (1), and (4), we can express ϵff as12

ϵff = Σ̇⋆
tff
Σavg

∼
Ṁ⋆
A
· Σ−3/2

avg A1/4 ∼ Ṁ⋆Σ−3/2
avg A−3/4. (6)

It follows that the cloud structure – A(Σavg) – plays a central
role in defining the behaviour of ϵff across the column density
contours. As we approach the resolution limit, the integrated
probability distribution function of Σavg (usually referred to as
integrated N-PDF) drops sharply, leading to an increase in the
efficiency per free-fall time thanks to the negative exponent of
A. This causes the knee visible at high densities.

In effect, by plotting the contour area as a function of their
Σavg at high and low resolution in Fig. 8, we can identify the
same feature. Moreover, we notice that the adopted threshold
of 500 pixels (dashed line) effectively safeguards the data from
resolution effects, as in the first graph the exponential decrease
occurs beyond this point. Degrading the resolution moved this
feature to lower Σavg, which caused the curves to bend towards
the high-density end of Fig. 7.

However, this alone cannot explain the full picture. Indeed,
we see a steepening of the power-law tail of integrated N-PDF
even at low densities. Technically, such variation should not
be expected, as the smoothing should not significantly affect

12 Notice that the usual tff ∼ Σ
1/2
avg imply the presence of a constant scale

width much smaller than the surface. While true when looking at exter-
nal galaxies, this is no longer valid for clouds, where the third dimension
is ‘comparable’ to the others and its dependence must be included.
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Fig. 8. Cumulative area of the contours as a function of their average
column density at 3 Myr. The two images are obtained from the original
column density map (top) and the one smoothed with a Gaussian beam
with 0.05 pc standard deviation (bottom). As in Fig. 7, the blended lines
in the bottom panel are the ones plotted at 0.0073 pc resolution. The
dashed line marks the area corresponding to the 500 pixel criterion.

areas much larger than the beam size13 (see e.g. Tassis et al.
2010; Schneider et al. 2015). Most probably, the pitfall lies in
the integration over the whole contour. As explained in Sect. 3,
the method we applied does not take into account separated
structures within the same column density level. Consequently,
resolution can have a much stronger impact on the observed
N-PDF of a highly fragmented structure. At 3 Myr, the HIIR
cloud has been significantly restructured by the H II region,
resulting in the destruction of the central hub and the formation
of several disconnected high-density clumps. The smoothing
gives rise to a completely different γ evolution.

5.3. Instrument sensitivity

Finally, we accounted for the possibility that some YSOs may
be too heavily extinct to be detected in the inner regions of
the cloud. We considered the observations to be taken with the
Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) 4.5µm filter, which is
extensively adopted in SFR measurements (see e.g. Evans et al.
2009; Gutermuth et al. 2011; Lombardi et al. 2013). For each
sink, we evaluated its apparent magnitude as

m4.5 = Mbol − BC4.5 + 5 log
(

d
10 pc

)
+ A4.5, (7)

13 With little algebra, it is possible to demonstrate that the exponent of
the N-PDF computed in logscale is the same of the one obtained from
the integrated N-PDF (Lada et al. 2017).

where Mbol is the bolometric luminosity of the sink, BC4.5 its
bolometric correction for IRAC 4.5µm filter, d the distance
of the cloud, which we set to 650 pc, and A4.5 the extinction
at 4.5µm.

To recover the needed stellar properties such as the luminos-
ity (L), radius (R), and bolometric correction, we compared the
age and mass of each sink with the evolutionary tracks obtained
from the MIST web tool14. However, considering that in Class 0/I
objects the luminosity due to gas accretion, Lacc, is often a con-
sistent fraction of their total luminosity Ltot (Antoniucci et al.
2008; Fiorellino et al. 2021), we corrected the sink’s bolometric
luminosity as Ltot = L + Lacc (Fiorellino et al. 2023). Following
Hartmann et al. (1998), we define Lacc as

Lacc = 0.8
GM

R
Ṁ, (8)

where M and Ṁ are the sink mass and its accretion rate aver-
aged over ≈ 0.05 Myr. Finally, we obtained the last ingredient
A4.5 evaluating the amount of gaseous material in front of the
sinks, with the conversion A4.5 = 0.572 · AK provided in Ascenso
et al. (2013), and adopting Σgas = 197 M⊙ pc−2 ·AK (hence, Σgas =

384 M⊙ pc−2 · A4.5; Lada et al. 2013).
To be detected, we required sinks to have m4.5 < 14.5 mag,

which is the sensitivity limit at 4.5µm reported in the
Spitzer/IRAC Candidate YSO (SPICY) catalogue (Kuhn et al.
2021). However, we stress once again that, with these simplified
prescriptions, our goal is to understand how those biases could
affect the observed ϵff–Σavg relation. Indeed, observers employ
different instruments at different wavelengths to limit the impact
of these biases (Harvey et al. 2007; Megeath et al. 2016). These
corrections are particularly demanding to reproduce in simula-
tions and require specific treatments that are beyond the scope of
our study.

The effect of the instrument sensitivity is shown in the third
graph of Fig. 7 (lower left). A notable feature is the reduction of
ϵff average value. Even if caution has to be used in the interpreta-
tion, the resolution of the tension with Pokhrel et al. (2021) data
could imply that the physics implemented in PSJ and HIIR+PSJ
is sufficient to describe the mechanisms involved in setting the
ϵff in molecular clouds. In our simulations, adding a detection
threshold has a strong impact on the observed SFR, leading to
an underestimation of a factor of 3 of ϵff in the full-feedback run,
and ≈ 5 in the jet-only run. This difference is solely caused by
the different distribution of YSOs, as supported by the fact that
this bias has a softer impact on the HIIR simulation. Indeed,
by 3 Myr the main H II had already significantly restructured
the cloud, dispersing a consistent part of the gas, reducing the
extinction experienced by stars.

Another consequence of this bias is the rapid fall of the rela-
tion at high Σavg. Being a log–log graph, the slope of ϵff is directly
affected by the fractional variation of Ṁ⋆ at each contour. Most
of the stars – and so the majority of the SFR – reside at high
column densities. Therefore, all low-Σ contours have compara-
ble Ṁ⋆. Similar drops are also observed in Pokhrel et al. (2021)
clouds when Σthr exceeds their reliability criterion (defined by
the column density at which tff > 0.5 Myr). It is important to
highlight that this reduction is specific to the cumulative method.
Since Σ̇⋆ is obtained through the integration over the entire con-
tour, missing YSO in the central regions lowers the SFR of
every contour, even those with low Σavg. In contrast, a differ-
ential approach like that used in Evans et al. (2014) would not be

14 https://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/interp_tracks.html
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Fig. 9. SFR of density contours as a function of their threshold column density at 3.0 Myr. The data are normalised to the total SFR at that time.
The dotted part of the lines identifies isosurfaces with an area smaller than 500 pixels. The right panel shows the same distribution, but as it appears
after the application of all three biases explained in the text – YSO counting for the SFR, resolution lowered to 0.05 pc, and the masking of extinct
stars. The dashed green lines reproduce the model from Lada et al. (2017), with a threshold of 2000 M⊙ pc−2 and a stellar probability distribution
function of PDF∗ ∝ Σ−0.7

thr .

affected, but it would require rougher assumptions for comput-
ing tff and would suffer from the lower statistics of YSOs found
at low densities.

We can show this phenomenon more accurately if we extract
the relation between Ṁ⋆ and the contour column density. In
Fig. 9a, we plotted the evolution of Ṁ⋆ for different contour
levels at the maximum resolution, as a function of the column
density threshold of that contour Σthr. With this change of
x-axis, we can provide a comparison with the model by Lada
et al. (2013), shown in the graph as a dashed green line.
According to this work, the SFR included in each contour can
be described as

Ṁ⋆ = αN

∫ Σmax

Σthr

PDF∗ dΣgas , (9)

where αN is the normalisation constant and PDF∗ is the proba-
bility of finding a star at a given gas column density. As derived
from the California Cloud in their work, we used

PDF⋆ ∝
{
Σ
ϕ
gas if Σgas > Σmin

0 otherwise
, (10)

with ϕ = −0.7 and Σmin = 100 M⊙ pc−2, and integrated up to a
column density Σmax = 2000 M⊙ pc−2 (AK ≈ 10 mag).

The net differences between our simulations and Eq. (10) are
clear and quantitative. In fact, attempting a fit leaving Σmax and
ϕ as free parameters and Σmin equal to the threshold at which
the first accreting star is removed, leads to ϕ ≈ 1 in all the sim-
ulations, while for the four clouds studied Lada et al. (2017)
this varies between –1 and –0.3. This picture changed after
the application of all the observational biases described above
(Fig. 9b). Qualitatively, the curves now resemble the model
much more closely. Repeating the fit of Eq. (10), we found that
only HIIR+PSJ and PSJ converged to reasonable values of ϕ
(−0.32 ± 0.02 and −0.42 ± 0.02, respectively)15.

We can evaluate the derivative of Eq. (9) to understand how
the sensitivity changes the contribution of Ṁ⋆(Σthr) ∼ Ṁ⋆(Σavg)

15 Run NF, instead, returns a value of ϕ = 0.68±0.03, while in run HIIR
the fit does not converge.

to the observed KS relation. Assuming that Eq. (10) holds at
every density contour, with little algebra we arrive at

d ln Ṁ⋆
d lnΣthr

(Σthr) = −(ϕ + 1)
χϕ+1

1 − χϕ+1 , (11)

with χ = Σthr/Σmax. At lower densities, two ingredients con-
tribute to the initial slope of Ṁ⋆. The first is exponent ϕ, which
Lombardi et al. (2013) show to be the sum between the exponent
−q of the A(Σavg) function and the exponent of the KS relation
as obtained from the differential approach. The steeper this last
relation, the more stars will be present at higher densities and
hence the shallower the logarithmic derivative will be. The sec-
ond is χ, which is the combination of the scale at which Eq. (10)
ceases to be valid, and the sensitivity limit of the instrument.

5.4. Biases combined

To conclude, in the last panel of Fig. 7, we plotted ϵff as seen
after the application of all these biases on our column density
maps. First, we masked sinks too extinct to be detected. Then,
we smoothed the column density maps. Finally, we repeated the
same analysis described in Sect. 3, using the new YSO count
prescription to evaluate Σ̇⋆.

The resulting relations are similar to what we would obtain
from the simple sum of all the effects, meaning that any coupling
between the biases has little effect on the resulting relation. How-
ever, a notable exception arises when looking at the curve of NF.
In this panel, ϵff is much higher than the one observed in the
‘Sensitivity’ graph. This cannot be due to the smoothing of the
column density map, as we said that this does not affect the total
SFR detected. Therefore, the YSO counting must increase the
observed SFR, although the first panel clearly shows that this
decreases the average ϵff when taken alone.

The answer resides in the same argument we used in
Sect. 5.1. Counting YSOs accurately reproduces the SFR only
when the correct average mass is used. However, if the mass dis-
tribution varies as we approach the densest regions of the cloud,
then a new bias is introduced. In effect, as we increase Σthr we
observe a consistent increase in the average stellar mass of the
contours. In NF, the average sink mass in the hub increases sig-
nificantly, and thus ⟨m⋆⟩ overestimates the mean mass of YSOs
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found at low densities while underestimating the ones found at
the highest ones. Hence, if we remove the stars in the centre
of the cloud, this approximation tends to overestimate the SFR
observed.

We remark that in our cloud, this phenomenon is proba-
bly attributable to numerical effects (see Sect. 3), since in all
the simulations containing feedback ⟨m⋆⟩ remains fairly con-
stant even at high Σthr. Nevertheless, this offers insights into the
interpretation of observations as well. Whether the mass func-
tion varies as a function of the local density is a subject still
under debate (Raboud & Mermilliod 1998; Stolte et al. 2002;
Bonnell 2008). Moreover, in young massive clusters, the mass
segregation process takes place in very short timescales, possi-
bly leading to an effect of this kind (Portegies Zwart et al. 2010;
Allison et al. 2010; Suin et al. 2022).

6. The shape of the relation

6.1. Cloud structure

In the previous section, we have found clues that the function
A(Σavg) plays a central role in shaping the relation. Figure 8
demonstrated that the effects produced by low resolution on the
observed cloud structure directly translate into similar features in
the ϵff versus Σavg graph. Simultaneously, Fig. 9 shows that the
more we can access the SFR in the highest densities of the cloud,
the more Ṁ⋆ appears flat at lower densities. This is because most
of the SFR happens in the densest regions. Consequently, the
shape of the relation at low-mid densities is mostly governed by
the slope of the A(Σavg), while at high densities it intertwines
with the loss of stars between contours. Which of the two dom-
inates in this regime may vary from cloud to cloud (e.g. in the
last panel of Fig. 7, compare HIIR with the other runs).

In Sect. 5.2, we find that the presence of ionising feed-
back does play a role in restructuring the cloud, changing the
observed area-to-column-density relation. Even at the maximum
resolution, in Fig. 8, some differences are evident between the
various setups. In the radiation runs, the compression caused by
the expansion of the H II region fronts is not sufficient to over-
come the gas dispersion, and comprehensively the total amount
of dense gas decreases, leading to a steeper relation. To measure
this effect quantitatively, we fitted a power-law relation

A ∼ Σ−q
avg (12)

at each snapshot. We performed the fit with the Python
built-in function curve_fit, using only the contours having
Σavg > 400 M⊙ pc−2 (logΣavg ≈ 2.6) and an area greater than
500 pixels. The first constraint allowed us to exclude from the
fit the largest scales of the simulations, which are dominated by
the global collapse and thus display an exponent q similar to
that of NF. In Fig. 10, we plotted the fit results, averaged over
the three axes of projection. The uncertainties associated with
the fit are negligible, so the shaded area represents the dispersion
between the three lines of sight. Without any support from pro-
tostellar jets, the runs NF and HIIR collapsed faster and achieved
lower values of q (more dense gas at high Σavg). The onset of
large H II regions froze the exponent (at ≈ 2.3 Myr in HIIR and
≈ 2.8 Myr in HIIR+PSJ), which settled to a value of roughly 2
(>1.85 in HIIR+PSJ, ≈ 2.05 in HIIR).

Conversely, in NF the exponent continued to decrease down
to roughly 1.6, close to what is reported and expected in gravotur-
bulent simulations without feedback (Burkhart et al. 2015, 2017;
Chen et al. 2018). Notably, the run with only jets achieves a shal-
lower relation than the run with only gravity, reaching values as
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Fig. 10. Temporal evolution of the fitted exponent q, averaged over the
three axes, in the four simulations. The colour code is the same as in
Fig. 2. The shaded areas represent the standard deviation of the sample
due to the differences between the lines of sight. The uncertainties on
the single fits are negligible. As in Fig. 2, the stars highlight the moment
of the eruption of the main H II region.

low as 1.4. We notice that the values of q between NF and PSJ
cross almost exactly at 3 Myr, so that the steeper relation is not
visible in Fig. 8. However, looking at Fig. 2, we see that this
excess of dense gas is not rewarded by an increase in the total
SFR. This is probably because compressed material is ejected at
high relative velocities relative to the surrounding gas flow.

We can compare these findings with what is usually observed
in real molecular clouds16 (cf. Lombardi et al. 2015; Spilker
et al. 2021). Our simulated clouds attained slopes similar to the
observed ones, although it appears that values of q near or above
2 are more frequent in our Galaxy. Moreover, the fact that only
clouds with radiation attained a similar exponent may repre-
sent a central result of this work. Indeed, Abreu-Vicente et al.
(2015) conducted an extensive study on the N-PDF distribution
in 195 Galactic molecular clouds, concluding that clouds with
H II regions naturally develop a power-law tail with an index -2.
The authors suggest this slope to be caused by the formation of
an isothermal-sphere-like structure. Indeed, based on the work
from Kritsuk et al. (2011), they show that for a spherical density
distribution of the form ρgas ∼ rn, with r the distance from the
centre, a relation between n and q can be established, such that
n = 1 + 2/q. Setting q = 2, we recovered the isothermal sphere
distribution. Looking at Fig. 8, the presence of a mechanism that
pushes q towards this value is also suggested by the smaller dis-
persion between the line of sights that characterises the radiative
runs (although a larger sample of simulation would be needed to
confirm this result statistically). This could potentially mean that
radiation feedback plays a fundamental role in setting the den-
sity structure of clouds. This could provide valuable insights to
distinguish between different classes of cloud.

Interestingly, the same study from Abreu-Vicente et al.
(2015) detects that on average the star-forming clouds observed
without H II regions display slopes steeper than the one reported
here. This seems to contrast with our results. Nonetheless, such
a steep slope is visible at the early stages of the simulations (left-
hand side of Fig. 8). Thus, a possible explanation is that the
clouds that have such a high q are simply younger than the others.
Possibly, those clouds will proceed to evolve a shallower slope,

16 Notice that Spilker et al. (2021) fits the exponents α of the N-PDF in
logspace. Hence, their exponent α is identical to our q (footnote 13).
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but eventually form a massive star that interrupts the process as
happened in HIIR+PSJ.

6.2. Impact of feedback

Figure 10 gives us the necessary instruments to interpret the
behaviour of the observed KS relations in Figs. 4–5, since we
found in the previous section that Ṁ⋆ has very little impact at
low column densities. In the two figures, the radiative simula-
tions show a slope nicely falling onto a Σ̇⋆ ∼ Σ2

avg in the first
and ϵff ∼ const in the second. This behaviour can be perfectly
explained by the reported q ≈ 2. Concerning the KS relation,
combining Eq. (3) with the A(Σavg) in Eq. (12), it is clear that
a nearly constant Ṁ⋆ leads to Σ̇⋆ ∼ Σ

q
avg. Doing the same for

Eq. (6), it is easy to find that under the same Ṁ⋆ ∼ const approx-
imation, a value of q ≈ 2 leads to a constant ϵff . Looking closely
we can find that Figs. 6–10 closely resemble each other. At the
same time, the weaker dependence on A of Eq. (6) allows the
relation to be more resilient to the effect of feedback, explaining
the smaller deviations between the simulations compared to the
differences found in the KS relations (see Sect. 6.1).

This also suits the shallow behaviour of HIIR and HIIR+PSJ
in the 3D analysis (Fig. B.1). With little algebra, it is possible to
show that if the same assumption of spherical symmetry is valid,

then V ∼ ρ
−

3q
2+q

gas . If q ≈ 2, the influence of the volume in the tri-
dimensional version of Eq. (6) is expected to be negligible, since

ϵff, 3D =
Ṁ⋆

Vρgas
tff ∼ Ṁ⋆ρ

3q
2+q−

3
2 , (13)

with the exponent going to zero for q = 2.
Summing up all these findings, we conclude that when

ionising radiation is included in the simulation, the cloud sys-
tematically develops a KS relation more weighted towards higher
column densities, as well as a higher ϵff and ϵff, 3D – although with
a reduced impact. Thus, although radiation negatively impacts
the SFR on the largest scale and reduces the amount of dense
gas available, the remaining dense gas manifests a higher ϵff .

Unfortunately, the interpretation of the observed trend is
not unique. One possible explanation is that the expansion of
ionised gas promotes star formation at high densities in an
active way. In this scenario, the radiation front would create
favourable conditions for the development of new star formation
sites, compressing the surrounding gas until it becomes gravita-
tionally unstable (collect and collapse mechanism; Elmegreen
& Lada 1977), creating converging shocks at clump surfaces
capable of enhancing significantly their core density (radiation
driven implosion; Sandford et al. 1982), or acting as a compres-
sive driver for local turbulence, (as suggested by Menon et al.
2020, 2021). Alternatively, it could be suggested that massive
stars wipe out only the gas that is not sufficiently gravitationally
bound, leaving only the dense gas that would have formed stars
regardless. This again would lead to deriving a higher star forma-
tion efficiency in the region, since the local SFR would roughly
remain the same, but the observed amount of dense gas would be
lower. Which of the two processes prevails is unclear and subject
to intense studies in the field. Either way, the outcome of this
interplay produces observable features in our cloud, which could
aid in interpreting observational data. For instance, in a sample
of real clouds, the differences in their evolutionary stage or vari-
ations in the feedback mechanisms’ strengths could contribute to
the observed scatter in the derived KS laws.

Indeed, Figs. 4–5 show that the relations undergo significant
variations over a timescale of a few million years, consistently
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Fig. 11. Time average of log ϵff at 250, 500, 1000, 2500, and
5000 M⊙ pc−2 in the various simulations. The data have been slightly
displaced to make the comparison clearer. The different markers high-
light different axes of projections, and the error bars show the dispersion
of ϵff measured at a given column density due to its evolution across the
simulation. The effects from the line of sight and stellar feedback are
not enough to overcome this dispersion, such that in a set of clouds at
different evolutionary stages they will not be visible if the dependence
from Σavg is not taken into account.

with what is reported in Grudić et al. (2018). As time progresses,
the four extracted relations intersect at different column densi-
ties. This has implications for observational studies that extract
single measurements of ϵff or Σ̇⋆ from each cloud. These anal-
yses often adopt a common minimum Σthr to define the extent
of the clouds. Our results emphasise that achieving similar val-
ues of ϵff or Σ̇⋆ at a specific column density contour does
not necessarily indicate similarities in the underlying physical
conditions.

To further illustrate this point, we mimicked the analysis on
an observational set of star-forming complexes, treating each
snapshot as an observation of a distinct cloud. We did not apply
the biases of Sect. 5, to evince conclusions that do not depend
on the assumptions made in that section. For each snapshot,
we extracted the value of ϵff corresponding to a given column
density contour. We chose five different column densities as
reference points: at 200, 500, 1000, 2000, and 5000 M⊙ pc−2.
Consequently, we obtained four datasets (one for each feedback
prescription) and computed the temporal average and disper-
sion of ϵff for each simulation. The question is whether we
can distinguish the different physical conditions of the clouds
when we lack information about their temporal evolution and the
dependence on Σavg.

The results, presented in Fig. 11, reveal that, except for
NF, the averages of the different simulations are indistinguish-
able because of their significant temporal variations. If these
were actual observations, the impact of stellar feedback would
always be secondary compared to the variation due to the cloud
evolution. This does not mean that feedback has no valuable
impact on the SFR, since, looking at the full picture (Fig. 5), ϵff
changes substantially with Σavg when the feedback prescription
is changed. Therefore, the cause is that ϵff is highly varying over
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time and that the different runs achieve the same ϵff during their
evolution, but at different times. Only when looking at ϵff(Σavg) a
clear dependence on the feedback mechanism becomes evident.

In addition, we notice that the differences just mentioned
are mostly visible above the range of densities typically stud-
ied. Studies such as Lombardi et al. (2015), Pokhrel et al. (2021),
or Bieging & Kong (2022) reach maximum column densities of
the order of 1000Σavg, while the high resolution of these simula-
tions allows us to probe an order of magnitude more. This density
range is mainly governed by the cloud’s structure, and obser-
vations may not be able to catch variations caused by feedback
mechanisms.

Therefore, what is most interesting for observational datasets
we can get with the present instrumentation are the differences
in the slopes, which are detectable even at lower densities. From
our study, we would expect clouds with strong radiation feed-
back to display the steeper slopes in the Σ̇⋆ versus Σavg plot. It
is extremely interesting to notice that in Pokhrel et al. (2021),
clouds dominated by strong radiative feedback (Orion A, Sh2-
140, Cep OB3, and Cygnus X) show on average a steeper slope
than the other ones (Ophiucus, Orion B, Perseus, Aquila North,
Aquila South, NGC 2264, AFGL 490, and Mon R2). In partic-
ular, the mean exponent of the KS relation found for the first
clouds is 2.24 with a dispersion of 0.14, while the average for
the second group is 1.87, with a dispersion of 0.24. Although the
sample is limited, this supports our findings, and further studies
that extend the sample could provide full confirmation of the
trend.

7. Conclusions

We conducted an in-depth analysis of high-resolution magne-
tohydrodynamic simulations to investigate the impact of stellar
feedback on two different star formation models: the original
KS law and the Krumholz & McKee (2005) ϵff model. Apply-
ing techniques commonly used in observational works, we reveal
that substantial differences arise when stellar radiation and pro-
tostellar jets act to reshape the cloud structure. In particular, we
find that the coupling between the area–column density relation
and feedback mechanisms plays a major role in the observed star
formation law, much more than the stellar distribution itself.

When only protostellar jets are active, they compress part of
the gas such that the N-PDF becomes more weighted towards
high densities. However, this does not translate directly into an
increase in the SFR, instead resulting in a shallower KS law
and a lower ϵff at higher column densities. On the other hand,
H II regions act to disperse the gas, leading to a steeper A ver-
sus Σavg relation, with an exponent that settles around a value
of q = 2. This particular value also validates the study from
Abreu-Vicente et al. (2015) conducted on Galactic molecular
clouds. Even though the presence of ionising stars decreases the
global SFR, the steepness of the A(Σavg) function is such that the
observed star formation efficiency is higher at high column den-
sities. The result is confirmed even for ϵff , although the weaker
dependence on A mitigates the differences with the jet-only run.

We also applied prescription to emulate the effect of three
different biases observations have to deal with. While assigning
the same mass and age to each YSO detected does not sig-
nificantly alter the observed SFR, the presence of a detection
threshold for embedded YSOs and the limited resolution of col-
umn density maps can modify the shape of the relation at the
highest densities. In particular, we show that low-resolution col-
umn density maps can affect the A–Σavg relation when observing
a highly structured cloud. In addition, we report a significant

impact due to the presence of a detection threshold, which leads
to both a steep drop in the observed ϵff(Σavg) relation at high
densities and an underestimation of the global SFR.

When applied altogether, the effect did not couple efficiently,
so the resulting relation was close to that obtained by sim-
ply summing the biases. The only exception was NF, where
the mass distribution of sinks changed towards the centre of
the cloud. This caused an overestimation of the SFR due to the
intertwined action of the YSO counting and the lower complete-
ness of the detected embedded sources. Although this could be
attributed to numerical effects, it could play a role when observ-
ing regions where the mass segregation mechanism is ongoing
(either dynamical or due to the initial cluster formation). When
all the biases are applied, we recover a good agreement with
the observational results from Pokhrel et al. (2021), which sug-
gests that the physics included in our simulation is sufficient to
describe the process of star formation at cloud scales.

Finally, having access to the temporal evolution of our cloud,
we could show that the exponent of the KS relation and the value
of ϵff can vary significantly with time. This means that in a sam-
ple of real clouds, where different evolutionary stages are present
simultaneously, extracting the value of ϵff at a single column den-
sity would hide the effect of feedback. Indeed, distinct departures
between the models only become evident when considering the
dependence on Σavg.

We will extend the sample of numerical simulations to cover
a wider range of initial conditions and feedback strengths, to
parameterise the impact of ionising stars as a function of cloud
and stellar properties, and to perform a direct comparison with
observational data.
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Appendix A: Effect of projection axis

In our analysis we mainly show the results from the projection
along the z-axis. However, the other axes behave similarly and no
notable difference has to be reported. Figure A.1 shows how the

KS relation changes when averaging between the three lines of
sight. The shaded areas represent the 1σ dispersion of the three
curves. It is visible that the variability decreases with time, and
the results remain coherent. This could also be guessed looking
at Fig. 6, where the dispersion of the fitted slope is small.

Fig. A.1. Same as Fig. 5, but using the average and 1σ dispersion of ϵff obtained from the three lines of sight. Data are masked when at least one
of the three contours at the same density threshold does not satisfy the 500 pixel criterion.
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Appendix B: 2D versus 3D star formation relation

The non-trivial correlation between local quantities and their
projected value constitutes a major challenge to the interpretation
of astrophysical observations. With simulations, one can accu-
rately preserve the evolution of physical variables for each cell,
accessing the full 3D information. Therefore, it is of great inter-
est to understand the extent to which projection effects impact
the results. Hence, we extended the same cumulative method
described in Sect. 3 to perform the 3D analysis. We divided
the cloud into 500 volume density contours, evenly spaced in
log between 103 and 107 cm−3. Converting the 500 pixel crite-
rion used for 2D contours, we require the isosurfaces to contain
at least a volume greater than 5003/2 · (7.3 × 10−3pc)3 ≈ 4 ×
10−3pc3. We plotted the outcome in Fig. B.1, where now we
scaled the y-axis (the volume SFR density ρ̇⋆) by ρ1.5

gas, where
ρgas is the average volume density of the contour. The choice of
the exponent is justified by Fig. 5. Since Eq. (1) display a con-
stant behaviour with Σavg in the radiative simulations, we expect
a similar feature when dividing by ρ1.5

gas ∝ ρgas/tff .
The first thing we could estimate from the plots is the limit up

to which data can be considered reliable. Indeed, we expect the
efficiency to increase sharply as we approach the density thresh-
old for sink formation (Khullar et al. 2021), and we can see a
steep the rise towards the very high-density edge of the graph.
Keeping in mind that caution is always necessary when compar-
ing 3D and 2D datasets, the distance between the knee of the
rise and our reliability limit (beginning of the dashed line) gave
us confidence that our constraint provides sufficient protection
against resolution effects.

Comparing these graphs with their respective counterparts
in Fig. 4, we can confirm that the features observed in the pro-
jection are supported by the 3D analysis. The plot at 2.1 Myr
shows that its 3D version closely resembles the 2D version. At
t = 2.7 Myr, runs with jets exhibit similar trends. At the same
time, the radiation-only simulation presents a comparable ρ̇⋆
to the run with both jets and radiation at low densities, but an
higher efficiency at higher densities. Graphs at 3.0 and 3.5 Myr,
instead, require more attention. Indeed, the snapshot at 3.0 Myr
confirms the findings of the previous section, with the relative
behaviours that remain preserved, even if the differences appear
to be smaller. In particular, one may notice that the departure of
HIIR+PSJ from PSJ happens ‘later’. However, comparing points
between the two graphs is dangerous because, without a charac-
teristic scale, there is no exact conversion from column to volume
density.

At 3.5,Myr, the slope displayed by simulations with radia-
tion flattened out even more. However, there are some notable
differences. In the HIIR run, the star formation event has nearly
ceased, and the SFR density curve lies below the others. On the
other hand, the HIIR+PSJ run achieves a ρ̇⋆ comparable to PSJ
at high column densities n, although this happens just below the
reliability limit. Nevertheless, this does not affect the conclu-
sions drawn so far. Indeed, at other times in the simulations, the
observed trends are consistent with the previous discussions.
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Fig. B.1. Evolution of ρ̇⋆ as a function of volume number density. The dashed lines mark the 3D contours with volumes smaller than 4 × 10−3pc3.
Units of the y-axes are M−0.5

⊙ pc1.5Myr−1. The steep rise to the right is caused by the density threshold for sink formation at n = 107 cm−3.
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